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Our international PPI evidence base
· Evidence, knowledge and learning about PPI are important
· Help us understand what works, why, how and for whom
· Help us grow our practice, based on evidence and tacit knowledge
· Growing body of international peer-reviewed papers and reports about PPI
· Specialist and generic journals that publish PPI evidence
Research Involvement and Engagement, http://www.researchinvolvement.com/

Origin of GRIPP
· Systematic reviews of PPI evidence in health and social care research (Brett et al
2014, 2012) and in health and social care provision (Mockford et al 2012)
· Huge challenges with undertaking both reviews: Limited conceptualization of
PPI, poor quality of methods reporting, unclear content validity of studies, poor
reporting of context and process, enormous variability in the way impact is
reported, little formal evaluation of the quality of involvement, limited focus on
negative impacts, and little robust measurement of impact

· Poor reporting is not unusual in health research
· The original GRIPP checklist tried to address these key issues
(Staniszewska et al 2011)

Evolution of GRIPP2
· We recognised more consistent reporting of PPI would help everyone
understand what happened in a study and help with future syntheses of
evidence
· But we needed international consensus on the items to report
· We joined forces with EQUATOR, other organisations and public contributors
to start on our journey of developing consensus
· EQUATOR 18 step process including a three stage Delphi process that included
researcher, policy makers, patients and public contributors

· Feedback from the Delphi at first stage indicated the need for a short form.
Rounds 2 and 3 asked for people to indicate which items should be included

EQUATOR

GRIPP SF Items
1.Aims: report the aims of the study
2. Methods: Provide a clear description of the methods used for PPI in the
study
3. Results: Outcomes—Report the results of PPI in the study, including both
positive and negative outcomes

4. Discussion: Outcomes—Comment on the extent to which PPI influenced the
study overall. Describe positive and negative effects
5. Reflections: Critical perspective—Comment critically on the study, reflecting
on the things that went well and those that did not, so others can learn from
this experience

Evolution of GRIPP2
· All reporting guidance evolves (e.g. CONSORT for trials) and colleagues have been
exploring how GRIPP2 could change in the future
· Our plan is to secure funding to review GRIPP2 and identify new candidate items
· Moreover, we recognise that GRIPP2 still sits in an academic context
· GRIPP2 had public involvement in the study and in the Delphi, but is it still based on
academic concepts of reporting and academic methods of creating consensus
· These academic concepts are important, but the world of reporting (across all health
research) may need a step change to consider patient-important reporting

Patient important reporting
We have done some early work exploring what patients and public contributors
would like to report about their involvement
Its clear patients and public contributors want a role in reporting

Early signals are that the concepts of important are different from the academic
way of thinking about reporting

Patient-Important Reporting –
Let The People Speak! (and do some writing too…)
GRIPP2 reports PPI. The PPI Partners in the study should be helping to report it. Do
researchers encourage and support this? (Do funders or journal editors?)
Does GRIPP2 capture the patient perspective of how we add value to the research,
in design, delivery and dissemination (and often implementation too)?
Short term - ask patients to help to complete GRIPP2 to show what they do report
and to see if that is what they want to report
Medium term – consider patient-relevant (patient-authored?) guidance on patientimportant evidence/items to report.
Long-term – next iteration; involve patients experienced in using GRIPP2 and those
who aren’t; consider if we need a separate iteration

Your thoughts and experiences
We would like your to better understand your experiences of GRIPP2 and we
have a poll as part of the session
But we are also interested in hearing about your experiences and thoughts
about reporting PPI so please email Sophie.Staniszewska@warwick.ac.uk
We would also be interested in your thoughts about how reporting about
patient and public involvement evolve in the future?
How can we build a strong evidence base to guide practice built in good quality
reporting?
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